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The interaction of all mobile species with their environment hinges on their movement pat-
terns: the places they visit and how frequently they go there1–3. In human society, where
the prevalent form of cohabitation is in cities, the highly dynamic and diverse movement of
people is fundamental to almost every aspect of socio-economic life, including social interac-
tions4, 5 or disease spreading6, 7, and ultimately is key to the evolution of urban infrastructure8,
productivity9, innovation10–12 and technology13. However, despite the crucial role of the
spatio-temporal structure of movement in cities, the laws that govern the variation of popula-
tion flows to specific locations have remained elusive. Here we show that behind the apparent
complexity of movement a surprisingly simple universal scaling relation drives the flow of in-
dividuals to any specific location based on both frequency of visitation and distance travelled.
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We derive a first principles argument stating that the number of visiting individuals should
decrease as an inverse square of the product of visitation frequency and travel distance; or,
equivalently, as a power law with exponent ≈−2. Using large-scale data analyses, we demon-
strate that population flows obey this theoretical prediction in virtually all tested areas across
the globe, ranging from Europe and America to Asia and Africa, regardless of the detailed
geographies, cultures or levels of development. The revealed regularity offers unprecedented
possibilities for the modelling of mobility fluxes at high spatial and temporal resolution, and
it places an important constraint on any theory of movement, spatial organisation and social
interaction in cities.
Places attract humans for a multitude of individual reasons that range from daily work and
social interactions to entertainment and recreation. Consequently, collective visitation patterns typ-
ically span a wide range of both temporal and spatial scales, from highly frequent visitors within
a nearby neighbourhood to those that travel over several thousand kilometres to visit a specific
location once in a lifetime. Indeed, the attractive forces that constantly act on populations drive the
volatility of human activities in space and time14, 15, giving rise to heterogeneous yet predictable
trajectories of individuals16, 17 as well as to remarkable regularities in the aggregate organisation
of human agglomerations8, 18, 19. Understanding the highly dynamic population flows to differ-
ent locations is therefore key to elucidating the social mixing and interactions among people20, 21
that catalyse the essential socio-economic activity of a city22. But until now, social interaction
models23–27 have confined their focus to purely spatial aspects of collective population flows, ig-
noring the importance of their inherent frequency spectrum. Hence, an essential component of
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urban dynamics critical for understanding human agglomerations has been neglected.
In this paper we address this omission and develop a general theory that predicts that the
spatio-temporal structure of movement in cities follows remarkably simple universal rules that are
well supported by data from across the globe. Our quantitative model is based on general principles
and provides a comprehensive analysis of how often and from how far away people are attracted to
any specific location. The complexity of the spatio-temporal movement is reduced to a single di-
mension, which allows us to decompose the total flow of individuals to any given location into the
underlying distribution of both visitation frequencies and travel distances. Importantly, these pre-
dictions are consistent with, and made manifest in a micro-level mechanistic model of individual
behaviour constrained by the spatial organization of cities as interacting attraction centers28. To
provide real-world evidence for the universality of our predictions, we compiled a large-scale data
set that contains detailed trajectories of millions of individuals in highly diverse urban regions on
four different continents – the Greater Boston area in the USA, Portugal, Senegal and Singapore
(Supplementary Information section III).
To quantify both the spatial and temporal aspects of population flows, we define the flow
q to a location as the number of individuals travelling from a distance r away and visiting with
frequency f , per unit area of the origin and per unit frequency. For a fixed f , we observe that
the flow decreases with distance r (Fig. 1, from left to right). This generalises the well-known
distance decay of social interactions – for which however no general expression has been derived
so far and which is typically reported without temporal considerations29 – to include distinct travel
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frequencies. Similarly, keeping r fixed, q decreases with increasing visitation frequency f (Fig. 1,
from top to bottom).
As a first step in developing our model for understanding this behaviour quantitatively, we
use a dimensional argument to reduce the (r, f) phase space of spatio-temporal flows to a single
variable. In addition to r and f , the flows q to different locations typically depend on many diverse
factors including the average travel speed in the city u, the characteristic length of the city l (e.g.,
length of the roads) and a series of location-specific socio-economic factors {y1, y2, . . . , yn} (e.g.,
population density, number of amenities)8. Dimensional analysis, however, suggests that this de-
pendence can be expressed mathematically in a dimensionless and simplified form (see derivation
in the Supplementary Information section II) as q˜ = F˜ ( rfu ,{ yiyn}1≤i<n), where q˜ ≡ ulq and F˜ is
some unknown function. We therefore expect that for any fixed location x the dominant variation
of q˜x and therefore of qx is determined by rf ,
qx = Fx(rf) (1)
where the function Fx remains to be determined. Indeed, any visitor whose home is at a distance r
covers, on average, a distance rf per unit of time on the way towards the location x. We therefore
refer to the radial speed v ≡ rf as the visiting velocity. It can be thought of as analogous to the bulk
drift velocity of a gas driven by a pressure gradient and is to be distinguished from u, the average
travel speed of an individual in the city. Our theoretical expectation is consistent with the data: the
histogram of qx in terms of the rescaled variable rf shows a striking collapse of our measurements
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onto a single curve as illustrated in Fig. 1 (compare the panels along the diagonals for v = 8,
v = 16, v = 32, and v = 64km/month) and shown in more detail for the example of Back Bay
West in Boston (Fig. 2a,b). This same empirical validation is confirmed through the analysis of the
flows to more than 20,000 locations in cities worldwide (Fig. 2c, Figs. 6-14 and Supplementary
Figs. S6-S13), which reveals a hitherto neglected yet remarkable symmetry of human mobility:
doubling the visitation frequency has exactly the same effect on the resulting flows as doubling the
distance travelled. For instance, the number of individuals visiting once a month from 20 km away
(v = 20km/month) equals the number of individuals visiting twice a month from 10 km away, or
visiting 4 times a month from 5 km away, and so on – in a similar way as a hypothesised collective
‘travel budget’23. This is our first main result: the flow to any location depends on the single
variable v = rf and not on the variables r and f separately.
Can we predict the mathematical form of Fx? To answer this question, we start from the
general observation that travellers typically seek the fastest and shortest route, one that takes the
least time and traverses the shortest distance8. Ideally, this means travelling along straight lines,
which in a city is usually impossible. There is no choice but to follow the meandering roads and
rail lines, so any specific journey involves a zigzagging route. However, when viewed at a larger
scale with a coarse-grained spatio-temporal resolution, aggregated and averaged over all journeys
and over long periods of time, we can assume a steady-state configuration in which a constant
number of people are travelling approximately radially along spokes of circles at constant speed
v = rf . The centre of each circle is their specific destination which acts as a hub.
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To translate this behaviour into a mathematical model, let us define Qf(R) as the number
of unique individuals who are visiting location x with frequency f and whose home (considered
permanent) is located within the disk B(x,R) of radius R around x. We can then conceptualise
the attracting destination as a ‘well’ (or ‘magnet’) that generates a ‘potential field’ triggering the
inward radial movement of visitors at speed v = rf . Since all trips are assumed to start from
home (which is not restricted to commuting30), the visitors can be modelled as individuals that
remain located at home, but carry an attraction potential that is equivalent to the local flux jf(r) ∶=
ρf(r)vf(r), where ρf(r) is the local density of visitors and vf(r) is the radial visiting velocity
with ∥vf(r)∥ = rf (Fig. 3a). Our main working hypothesis, again motivated by the hydrodynamic
analogy of a well, is that for a fixed x the total attraction potential carried by a contour line (i.e.
a circle around x) is constant. More explicitly, we assume that for any r1, r2 ≥ rε, where rε is the
cut-off size of the location,
∮
B˙(x,r1) jf ⋅ dB˙ ≈ ∮B˙(x,r2) jf ⋅ dB˙ (2)
where B˙(x, r) denotes the circle of centre x and radius r. This hypothesis is well supported
by the data (Supplementary Information section IVA). If we further assume that the flows are
approximately radially symmetric (see Supplementary Information section IVB for a detailed dis-
cussion), we get 2pir1ρf(r1)vf(r1) ≈ 2pir2ρf(r1)vf(r2). In particular, for r1 = rε and any r > rε ,
ρf(r) ≈ ρf,εr2ε/r2 ∝ 1/r2.
We can now deduce that the number of individuals visiting with frequency f from B(x,R)
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verifies
Qf(R) ∶=∬
B(x,R) ρf(r) dB
∝ ln(R
r
) (3)
Data from across the globe strongly support the resulting prediction that the total number of visitors
across all frequencies increases logarithmically with distanceR,Qtot(R) ∶= ∑f Qf(R)∝ ln(R/rε)
(Fig. 3b,c). Finally, we can also deduce that the number of visitors per frequency and per area to
location x, qx ∶= 12pir ∂2Qtotx∂r∂f must solve ∫ fmaxfmin qx(rf)df ∝ 1/r2. Our theory therefore predicts
qx ∝ (rf)−2 (4)
Empirical population flows in different urban regions across the world are in excellent agree-
ment with the theoretically predicted inverse square law (Fig. 2b,c, Figs. 6-12 and Supplement-
ary Information sections IVC-D). Importantly, the discovered regularity is largely unaffected by
location-specific conditions, including strong variations in surrounding population densities or in
the level of economic or infrastructural development, and thus signals a universal principle behind
the organisation of radically different urban systems. This is our second main result: the flow of
individuals to any given location scales as the inverse square of visiting velocity.
The discovered scaling relation implies that for any location the magnitude of the entire
frequency-distance spectrum of flows can be obtained by just knowing one single point on the scal-
ing curve. This simplification opens up an unprecedented range of possibilities for the prediction
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of various flow quantities between each pair of locations. To demonstrate this, we present a simple
method that uses population density ρ as the sole input. The location-specific proportionality con-
stant kx such that qx(rf) = kx/(rf)2 can be estimated by assuming that individuals return back
home on a daily basis29, which gives rise to a local flow with minimum frequency fhome ≈ 1day−1.
Using our continuous hydrodynamic analogy, this can be translated into a boundary condition at
r = rε, dictating that the minimum visiting frequency of all individuals living directly on the bound-
ary of an attracting location corresponds to the minimum frequency of all individuals living just
inside the boundary (Fig. 15). This can be written as ρ(rε) = ∂Qtotx2pir∂r ∣r=rε = ∫ ∞fhome qx(rεf)df , so that
kx = ρ(rε)r2εfhome. Once the value of kx has been evaluated, the average daily number of trips from
location x′ to location x is simply given by Vx′,x ≈ Ax′∫ fmaxfmin fqx df = kxAx′/r2 ln (fmax/fmin) withAx′ being the area of the origin location and r = ∥x − x′∥. The frequency limits can either be set
according to the objective of the study (e.g., if the focus is on high-frequency visitors) or, if all
types of trips are to be included, they can be set as fmin = 1/T , where T ≫ 1day is the observation
period, and fmax = 1day−1 (for r ≫ rε). Because of the logarithmic form, even a large error in
the estimation of the frequency limits does not appreciably affect Vx′,x. The number of visiting
individuals, Qx′,x ≈ Ax′ ∫ qx df , is obtained in the same manner. All of these predictions are in
remarkable agreement with the data (Fig. 4). Besides population density, our framework allows for
the use of a broad range of alternative input quantities (Supplementary Information section IVE).
For instance, if the total rate of trips arriving at a given location is known (e.g., from simple traffic
counts), the flows between individual locations can be calculated for different times of the day,
without the need to specify the frequency limits (Supplementary Information section IVF).
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We further compare these predictions to those of the gravity model24 and the radiation
model27, which are currently the most widely used mobility models for the flow of individuals29
(Supplementary Information section VIA). These existing approaches have been criticised for their
lack of predictive power at fine-grained (intra-urban) spatial scales, which shows that they miss
some of the essential mechanisms behind the population flows inside cities31, 32. This is indeed
confirmed by our analysis (Fig. 4a). Another fundamental limitation is that they do not take into
account the frequency of flows. As a consequence, the gravity model requires separate parameter
calibrations for each specific flow quantity so that knowing the number of trips does not allow
to infer how many unique individuals are actually visiting a location over time and vice-versa
(Fig. 4b,c and Supplementary Information section VIA). Similarly, since each individual may give
rise to several trips to multiple locations, the radiation model can predict the number of trips
(Fig. 4a) but not the number of unique individuals that are visiting a location over time for any
purpose (Fig. 4b,c and Supplementary Information section VIA). This oversimplification of the
heterogeneity of travel frequencies through indistinct aggregation in such established models may
lead to biased conclusions regarding the spatial mixing of people with potentially far-reaching
consequences (e.g., for the modelling of infectious diseases). Our theory resolves both of these
fundamental limitations. It is based on general principles that are applicable in particular to fine-
grained spatial scales (Fig. 4a) and it allows for the simultaneous prediction of both the number
of trips and the number of individuals across the entire frequency spectrum without the need for
model calibrations (Fig. 4b,c). This superior performance of our framework is empirically con-
firmed in all the world regions considered here (Fig. 4d).
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Several additional consequences follow from our theory. First, it makes it possible to accur-
ately predict the total number of miles travelled that a particular location induces over time (e.g.,
for estimating traffic-related CO2 emissions), to determine a location’s range of influence (e.g., for
the planning of infrastructures or business establishments) or to explore social mixing patterns.
Second, and perhaps surprisingly, the derived scaling relation also implies that, on average, the
distance travelled per visit does not depend on the overall attractiveness of a location (in terms of
the total number of visits it receives, Supplementary Information section IVG). Deviations from
this baseline allow for the identification of unusual hotspots of activity (Supplementary Informa-
tion section IVH) or locations in need of stimulation. Third, as is shown in the follow-up work of
Dong et al.28, the discovered scaling law is consistent with a fine-grained mechanistic model that
explicitly considers the choices of individuals. More precisely, this model extends the well known
‘exploration and preferential return model’ of Song et al.17 by modulating the probability of an
individual visiting a given location based on its popularity. It is shown that this individual-based
model is indeed an explicit realization of the universal scaling law derived and discovered in the
current paper.
Given the extensive literature on and detailed analyses of movement and transport in cities,
it is surprising that the simple but powerful result that we have derived here had not yet been dis-
covered. It constitutes a general quantitative constraint on one of the most fundamental aspects
of socio-economic life that is independent of geography, culture and degree of development. Fur-
thermore, it is well supported by an unprecedented data set that is representative of urban systems
worldwide. Clearly, further investigation needs to be forthcoming to test the boundaries of these
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predictions and to develop the theory in terms of its relationship to the underlying infrastructural
and social network dynamics that constitute urban life33. At the same time, the success of our
parsimonious model in reproducing population flows has potentially important implications for
practitioners dealing with the challenging problem of human mobility in our rapidly growing cit-
ies. It also makes our theory a suitable starting point for the study of collective movement patterns
in domains beyond the ones considered here.
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Figure 1: The spatio-temporal structure of movement in cities. Panels show visitor influx maps for Greater
Boston for different parameters (r, f), as derived from geo-located mobile phone records (Fig. 5 and Supplementary
Information section III). The brightness of each grid cell (500 m × 500 m) indicates the value of the visitor influx, q.
Remarkably, visitor influx maps for the same visiting velocity v = rf are nearly identical, as is clear from viewing
along the diagonals indicated by the coloured arrows in the figure. Hence, doubling the visitation frequency f (from
top row to bottom row) results in the same quantitative decrease of the influx as doubling the travel distance r (from
left column to right column).
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Figure 2: Universal scaling of population flows. a, Influx q decreases with increasing frequency of visitation f
and travel distance r, as shown for the example of Back Bay West in Boston. b, Rescaled values collapse onto a single
curve, making the influx dependent only on the single variable v = rf . The entire frequency-distance spectrum is in
striking agreement with the theoretically predicted scaling relation, q ∝ (rf)−2, shown as a straight line. The same
pattern is generally obtained regardless of the specific location selected, as is clear from Figs. 6-12 and Supplementary
Figs. S6-S13. c, Rescaled influx across Greater Boston, Portugal, Senegal and Singapore, demonstrating that the
universal scaling holds for radically different urban regions worldwide. The underlying data are the empirical flows
to a total of 20,672 locations (Supplementary Information section IIIE). Symbols show the average values for each
bin. Error bars (s.e.m.) are below symbol size. To visually compare the different world regions, we superimposed the
shown curves by normalising the frequency-distance spectrum of each individual location with the average value of
the corresponding region ⟨q⟩ = ⟨F (rf)⟩ at rf = 100 km/period. The inverse square of visiting velocity (straight line)
describes the data very well.
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Figure 3: A simple model for scaling of visitor influx. a, Definition of the basic quantities of our flow model that
is inspired by the hydrodynamic analogy of a well. Averaging over all meandering paths (top left, dashed lines) is
assumed to result in a straight line for the collective flow to the attracting location (the “well”) at x (green arrow). The
location-specific total attraction potential (top right, indicated by the vertical arrow) results in a circular and radially
symmetric local low jf converging to x. The dotted lines with arrows symbolise the symmetric flux back to the home
location at distance r = ∥x − x′∥. In direct analogy to a well, the same total attraction potential applies to all circles
B˙(x, r) of centre x and any radius r. This model predicts a decrease of ∥jf(r)∥ with increasing value of r (bottom,
from left to right) such that the total number of visitorsQtot increases logarithmically withR. b,c, Empirical movement
patterns across the globe are in excellent agreement with this theoretical prediction. b, Total number of visitors versus
distance for exemplary locations in Greater Boston. Lines are logarithmic fits (least-squares regression) to the data.
c, Total number of visitors across all locations in Greater Boston, Portugal, Senegal and Singapore, showing that the
logarithmic increase holds for all urban regions studied here. Symbols are averages over all individual locations in
each region, whereas both Qtot and R are normalised by their maximum values.
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Figure 4: Predicting the flows between individual locations. a, Predictions for the observed trips to Back Bay
West, Boston, derived from state-of-the-art models (the gravity law and the radiation model, described in Supple-
mentary Information section VIB) compared to predictions from our rf scaling theory. Symbols are mean values
for each bin and lines are the 0.1-0.9 quantiles. The dashed line corresponds to a perfect agreement between the
observed values and the predictions, clearly showing that our theory systematically outperforms the existing models.
The performance of each model is further quantified based on the Sørensen-Dice similarity index (E), with E = 1 if
there is a perfect match and E = 0 if there is no match at all (Supplementary Information section VIB). b, Number
of (individual) visitors. The fitting parameters of the gravity law from the number of trips (a) do not allow to predict
the number of individuals. The radiation model does not provide a prediction of the number of visitors either, because
it assigns only one destination location to each individual. It is therefore unable to explicitly consider the fact that
an individual may visit several different locations. c, Number of high-frequency visitors. d, Systematic comparison
over all considered locations in the studied world regions (≈ 2.9 ⋅ 106 origin-destination pairs in total, Supplementary
Information section VIB) for number of trips (t), number of visitors (v), number of high-frequency visitors (vh) and
number of low-frequency visitors (vl). The gravity model (calibrated for t) and the radiation model are unable to
predict v, vh, or vl. Our theory overcomes this limitation.
f = 1 visit per month f = 2 visits per month f = 3 visits per month ...
...
Figure 5: Measuring the empirical flow of individuals to locations. To measure the flow q, we partition the
regions into a regular grid with square cells of equal size s0 × s0 For a grid cell k we count the number of individuals
who are living in a surrounding annulus with inner radius r and width s1, and who are visiting the cell with frequency[f, f + ∆f) (green coloured symbols, shown for exemplary values of f ). The visitation frequency is defined here
as the number of distinct days per month, during which a user is found in the grid cell (Supplementary Information
section IIIE). For the frequency bins we apply a fixed value of ∆f = 1 visit per day. In the main text, we use s0 = 500 m
for Greater Boston and Singapore and s0 = 1 km for Portugal and Senegal (Supplementary Information section IIIB).
To demonstrate the robustness of our results, we additionally vary the cell size in the range 250 m ≤ s0 ≤ 2 km
(Supplementary Information section V). We quantify the influx as qk ≈ ∆Qtotk /(∆A∆f), where ∆Qtotk is the count of
users who live at distance [r, r+s1) and visit cell k with frequency [f, f+∆f), and ∆A is the area of the corresponding
annulus with radius r and width s1. In the main text we use s1 = 1 km for all regions, while our results are robust
against changes of this value (Supplementary Information section V).
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Figure 6: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Greater Boston. The panels depict the data for
individual locations (500 m × 500 m grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring
cells. Shown are locations of rank 1-30 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols denote different frequency bins, with
for [1,2), for [2,5), for [5,10), × for [10,20), for [20,50) and for [50,100) visits per 4-month period. The
geographic coordinates of each location (latitude and longitude of the centre point of the grid cell) are indicated. The
straight lines denote the theoretically predicted inverse square of rf .
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Figure 7: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Greater Boston. The panels depict the data for
individual locations (500 m × 500 m grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring
cells. Shown are locations of rank 31-60 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols and notations are as in Fig. 6.
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Figure 8: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Greater Boston. The panels depict the data for
individual locations (500 m × 500 m grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring
cells. Shown are locations of rank 61-90 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols and notations are as in Fig. 6.
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Figure 9: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Greater Boston. The panels depict the data for
individual locations (500 m × 500 m grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring
cells. Shown are locations of rank 91-120 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols and notations are as in Fig. 6.
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Figure 10: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Portugal. The panels depict the data for
individual locations (1 km × 1 km grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring cells.
Shown are locations of rank 1-30 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols denote different frequency bins, with for[1,2), for [2,5), for [5,10), × for [10,20), for [20,50) and for [50,100) visits per 8-month period. The
geographic coordinates of each location (latitude and longitude of the centre point of the grid cell) are indicated. The
straight lines denote the theoretically predicted inverse square of rf .
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Figure 11: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Portugal. The panels depict the data for
individual locations (1 km × 1 km grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring cells.
Shown are locations of rank 31-60 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols and notations are as in Fig. 10.
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Figure 12: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Senegal. The panels depict the data for indi-
vidual locations (1 km × 1 km grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring cells.
Shown are locations of rank 1-30 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols denote different frequency bins, with for[1,2), for [2,5) and for [5,10) visits per 2-week period. The geographic coordinates of each location (latitude
and longitude of the centre point of the grid cell) are indicated. The straight lines denote the theoretically predicted
inverse square of rf .
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Figure 13: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Senegal. The panels depict the data for indi-
vidual locations (1 km × 1 km grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring cells.
Shown are locations of rank 31-60 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols and notations are as in Fig. 12.
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Figure 14: Universality of the scaling relation q ∝ (rf)−2 across Singapore. The panels depict the data for
individual locations (500 m × 500 m grid cells), ranked according to the total number of visitors from neighbouring
cells. Shown are locations of rank 1-30 (from top left to bottom right). Symbols denote different frequency bins, with
for [1,2), for [2,5), for [5,10), for [10,20) and + for [20,40) visits per 3-month period. The geographic
coordinates of each location (latitude and longitude of the centre point of the grid cell) are indicated. The straight lines
denote the theoretically predicted inverse square of rf .
Influx
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Figure 15: Estimation of the magnitude of flows from population density ρ. The schematics shows a zoom-in
on the immediate vicinity of an attracting location (small values of r), where it is reasonable to assume that ρ ≈ const.
Hence, the local population density imposes an upper bound on the influx, ∫ q df ≤ ρ. A simple boundary condition
of our continuous model then dictates that the minimum visiting frequency of all individuals living directly on the
boundary (each being assigned to a point at r = rε) assumes the minimum frequency with which all individuals living
inside the attracting location return home, fmin = fhome ≈ 1 day−1. The minimum distance for locations from which
individuals visit with minimum frequency fmin < fhome is rmin = rε√fhome/fmin.
